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Research
Getting started, youtube will help you a lot. 
Youtube is full of great tutorials and video 
essays on how to write, shoot, and edit your 
first film. You may be able to learn a lot from 
these free online videos. With every video 
you watch, you’ll undoubtedly become a 
better filmmaker. Watching a film you really 
like is another form of research that’s a great 
way of giving you inspiration and energy for 

writing your own film.

Creating a story
The best stories are simple. Get a piece of 
paper and draw a mindmap on it. 
Brianstorm ideas for films that you would 
really like to make, that are fun and 
interesting. Make sure that there’s a 
beginning, middle and end. Stories are 
based around conflict, so where will your 
conflict come from? A disagreement 
between two friends? or something bad 
that happens to the characters in your 

story?
Once you’ve decided on the idea, brainstorm what characters could be in it, and where 
the characters could go in it. For your first film don’t worry about having a fancy script, an 
outline for what will happen in each scene is all you will need. Everyone can make a film, 
so what matters the most is how you put your own spin on it.



Getting Actors
For your first film, get anyone you can to act 
in it. Ask your friends, your family members, 
maybe members of your youth club? 
Everyone can act a bit, so don’t be picky 
with hiring actors for your first film.


Locations

Film wherever you can; your house, the 
park, your school or youth club. Try and 
film indoors when possible because on a 
windy day, your phone or tablet won’t be 
able to pick up the actors voices.

Shooting Your Film
There are an endless amount of ways you 
can film a scene. First of all, you’ll need to 
decide how many shots you are going to 
get. How far away will your actor be from 
the camera? What does this show the 
audience about the story or character? 
Decide what movement will be in your 
shots. Will the camera be still or will it be 
handheld? Will the camera follow your 

characters as they walk? The best bit about it is that you don’t need an expensive 
camera, just use the camera on your phone or tablet and you’ll be ready to go! Get 
creative, the sky’s the limit.




Editing
If you’re shooting on an apple product, 
imovie is a very good app to edit your 
footage on. If you’re using an android device, 
then FilmoraGo is very good also. One other 
option is an app called Adobe Premiere Rush 
that can be used for both android and apple 
devices. With any one of these apps, you’ll 
have great tools to edit your films. You’ll be 
able to do a lot of things that big movie 

editors do. Look on youtube for tutorials on these apps to learn how to edit to the best of 
your ability on them.

Your first film isn’t going to be perfect, so the only way you’ll get better at filmmaking is to 
make more films and try out different things. Fresh film festivals are an amazing 
opportunity to have your films shown in a cinema to dozens of people. 


Enter your film into Fresh in 2021 for the chance to win prizes and show your work to the 
world!
Visit: www.freshfilmfestival.com


http://www.freshfilmfestival.com
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Developing ideas

I like to jot down my ideas in bullet notes and spider 
diagrams. When it comes to animation ideas I like to 
keep it simple, i.e a dog gets lost. I don’t worry too 
much about the ending, I will figure this out during 
storyboarding.

Script writing

Personally for animation, I prefer to make 
rough storyboards to better visualise my 
chosen idea. You can be as detailed as you 
want. Don’t worry about it looking neat!

http://www.freshfilmfestival.com


Characters and casting 

Experiment with colour and shapes to make 
the characters more interesting and eye 
catching. In the end, try to limit your colour 
pallet to 3 or 4.

When it comes to animation, I find that 
simplicity is key. You have to remember that 
you will be drawing your characters 
repeatedly. This makes it easier to draw.

Locations

The main location in my story is 
the main character’s bedroom. I 
made it to be quite basic with 
similar colours as hers. This 
makes everything mesh well 
together.



Schedule

Try to keep a schedule that you can 
follow. If you’re a student you are 
probably quite busy during the week, so 
use parts of your weekends to work on it. 
It helps to have a loose due date, this can 
make you more productive with your 
project, and less likely for you to be late.

Shoot
 
To animate, I use my iPad Air 2 and the 
app FlipaClip.

I usually start off by thumb-nailing the 
scene, then I use it as a guide. Most of 
the clips I make are usually around 2-3 
seconds long, which I then duplicate in 
the editing process. A good tip would be 
to draw your background beforehand ( I 
used ProCreate for this) and then set it 
as the background in FlipaClip. This way 
you can focus on the characters on 
screen.



Editing

I use iMovie to piece together my clips. 
I also add my background music and 
sounds. Then when I am done I export 
it at a high quality.

Why not try creating an animation and submitting it for the 2021 festival? 
Good luck!

Visit: https://freshfilmfestival.com
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Developing Ideas

The best way to develop an idea for a short 
film is to draw sketches of your ideas! Let 
your imagination run wild. It is helpful to 
draw the actions like a comic book!

 Characters

Before writing your script, it’s a good idea 
to explore who your characters are, a good 
way to understand your characters better is 
to answer online questionnaires and to also 
draw them to understand their personality.



Script Writing 

when writing a script it is important to say 
where the characters are first because you 
want to set the scene for the reader. Try not 
to over explain anything, the neater the 
better!

Costumes and props

It is important to make all of your costumes 
and props well in advance! Keep them all 
safe in a box so that nothing goes missing, 
and always return them when you are 
finished a scene in case you need them 
again. It is also a good idea to take photos of 
how you display your props because you 
might have to go back and reshoot a scene.



Locations
Locations are very important! You need to make sure that the 
location you pick is not too noisy to film in because it could ruin 
your film, you also need to make sure that the weather is nice the 
day that you are filming.

Schedules
A film schedule is VERY important. Make sure that you plan your 
day ahead of time so you do not spend too much time on one 
scene and forget about the others. Often films are not shot in 
order of the story, they are shot out of order because it is easier to 
save time this way. I would recommend filming by locations e.g: 
Film every scene in the kitchen first, then move onto the living 
room scenes, then the bedroom scenes etc.

Shoot
Shooting a film is the most fun but you still need to be in charge 
of your actors and anyone else who is helping you! Try and make 
sure you stick to the plan you made and always trust your gut 
instincts! If something isnâ€™t working out the way you first 
imagined, thatâ€™s okay! No film is perfect and the best thing a 
good director can do is never give up.

Editing
Editing can seem hard if you have never done it before, if you do 
not know exactly how it works watch one of your favourite movies 
and see how they use editing. How do they piece together the 
videos? How do they use music to enhance the scene? If you are 
shooting a film on an iPhone, iMovie offers lots of good tools for 
you to use. Remember; practice makes perfect!

Hopefully this is a helpful guide for your next step into Filmmaking! If you 
are interested in taking the next step in your filmmaking career, why not 
enter the Fresh Film Festivals 2021 Competition? Visit: 
www.freshfilmfestival.com


